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The Netherlands and Belgium are actively forming a group of
concertina players.

This was the team on 6 September 2014.
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Editorial
Pauline de Snoo (PS)

Lots of information in this Concertina World. But
also a quiz which you may like to do when you
find time. There are prizes for the three best  and
first received answers.

Also included some thoughts on this 25th issue since I became
editor and on the special edition that you received in October.

Lots of contributions by Paul Walker who has become a great help in
filling the magazine. You will see and hear more about and from
him.

I hope the list of events in this issue will attract some attention and
possibly more information about other events and or corrections.

The music supplement is again included in the centre pages.

For those writing text: Page format A5, font Verdana 10.
Quality of photos as high as possible.

Enjoy reading this issue and do let me have articles or items of
interest and music you would like to publish.

Pauline<>

           Deadline next CW is 15 February 2015.

   Membership renewal 2015 see page 32 and 33.
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Some thoughts on the occasion of the publication of the 25th
Concertina World since I became editor.
Pauline de Snoo

Producing Concertina World from 2007 to the present has been a
great pleasure for me. There were some odd moments, but all were
overcome. I am very grateful to those who have provided content,
sometimes even without my pleading for it, and have thus helped fill
the magazine with interesting articles and pictures. And my special
thanks to Maureen Hall who has been proofreading very promptly
everything I sent her for each of the Concertina Worlds issued since
2008. For my part, I have made many changes over the years in an
effort to improve the magazine’s appearance and regularise the
publication intervals. Feedback has been rare, but I am led to
believe this is normal, and if nobody complains it means the
magazine is at least good enough.

I enjoy learning ideas from others and then trying to build on them
and come up with something new. This year I had the idea to write
a sort of “Concertina Parts for Dummies,” that would identify and
explain the many large and small parts of the instrument. I thought
this was something I could easily do since I play the instrument and
have made some repairs myself, although I have sometimes been
confused by the terminology used in mechanical instructions. But as
my work progressed I realised that there were rather large gaps in
my knowledge of concertina parts. So when I sent a draft, which
contained quite a few question marks, to Dave Elliot to review, I was
happy and relieved when he offered to take responsibility and write
a section on “nomenclature” – which is another new word I learned.

Dave titled the nomenclature section “The Build Structure and
Nomenclature of a Traditionally Constructed Concertina.”
When I received it I immediately saw that it would be an extremely
useful item for concertina players to have, and that it would make a
nice little gift to our members far and wide. The Committee agreed
that it was just the thing for the ICA to publish and approved my
producing it as a special edition of Concertina World. Then I had to
convince David, but he did give permission in the end.

The Nomenclature special edition is meant to be a manual to be kept
with the concertina and used when reading and corresponding with
other people about mechanical problems. A companion booklet with
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pictures is under consideration but has not been decided on so far.
I am aware that in the past different manufacturers have used
different names for parts. Because of the limited communications
capabilities at the time, standardising the terminology may have
seemed unnecessary or may not have been considered. Thus a
supplement to the Nomenclature manual that provided all the
alternative terminology would be of practical as well as of historical
value. If someone can help with compiling and writing it I would
certainly appreciate that. It would complete things.

Nowadays concertinas are being made differently. Hopefully in the
future someone will write in detail about their construction and how
it is different from the traditional methods. Of course craftsmen and
manufacturers do not want to give away their technical secrets for
free. But it is easy enough for competitors to take their concertina
apart and produce copies. Sometimes they are exact copies and/or
less expensive ones in which material is replaced – plastic instead of
wood, metal or leather and so on.

Concertina players who actually own traditionally-built instruments
often live far apart, spread around the world, and they have to
either send their instrument far away to just get a valve fixed or rely
on their own skills to repair it. So it is very important that good
information be available on the mechanical elements. I remember
having a problem with a reed tongue many years ago. It was
touching the rim of the reed frame. I did not own a manual or
anything else that could help me. I saw what the problem was when
I opened the instrument. I also saw two reed clamp screws holding
the reed tongue (not knowing the names at the time). I decided to
unscrew the screws and reset the reed. Aaaaaaaah! Loosening the
screws was the easy bit. But then it took me many hours and a lot
of sweat to get the reed tongue back in place without it touching the
edge of the reed frame. When I told Steve Dickinson about this
much later, he was not pleased and told me not to do this again,
which was something I had already decided.  But, on the other hand,
when nobody is around to help, one has to do something.
And when I finished the reed was functioning again as it should, so I
was lucky enough to do it right.

Later I was very happy to obtain Dave Elliot’s Concertina
Maintenance Manual.  If I had had the book before my reed tongue
problem, I probably would not have touched the screws.
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The more you know about your concertina the better you will know
when it is time to find an expert and how to choose one. There are
people who fix accordions and happily announce to concertina
owners that they can fix concertinas too. Well maybe some can but
certainly not all. You need to look after your own “baby”, and to
know your limitations.

I do hope that this “Nomenclature”  manual will be a step on the way

to that knowledge. I offer it at my 25th publication as a present to
all current members as well as to new ones when they subscribe.

Thank you dear members for being out there. <>

See cover for photo in colour of all
magazines  since 2007 PS.
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 2
Paul Walker

More from the marvellous resource: YOUTUBE.
[For Internet novices: Google YouTube; then type in the artiste’s
name opposite the icon that looks like a magnifying glass.]

Melodies of today and yesterday. Music Hall star Percy Honri and his
daughter play “Two Lovely Black Eyes” et al.
Percy and Mary Honri (1936) British Pathé
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-xRTRbu32k
A nostalgic British Pathé newsreel next, reminiscent of childhood
ice-creams at the Odeon.
Concertina Factory Aka Concert In A Factory (1961)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LFBNlildjA
Wim Wakker playing a selection from  the concertina’s classical
repertoire (beware the flashing light at the start of the clip).
Giulio Regondi: Hexameron No.1 for solo Concertina  -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GS0Hrfnq0s
Music Hall from France 1975. Lady in evening suit plus clown.
Annie Fratellini et Pierre Etaix à l'accordéon  - 28 juin 1975
un Prélude de Bach. Émissions TV, Archive tv, Archive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLENXvyWYrY
Lively German street theatre posted 2010. Acrobatic contortions
with the bellows of possibly a bandoneon.
Clown Pompo spielt Concertina-Straßentheater
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbedc5PJ7cg
South African Township music on the Squashbox [contact Harry Scurfield
for more details of this type of Anglo concertina plus a CD compilation.
William Mhlawuli - Endlini (Xhosa Concertina) (Ba-Ba 335)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXYACSSclFg&index=3&li
st=PLYRCuFKVblIwQnal2ezzjWxA0WMETTan3

Also see the PICA article: “The Black Concertina Tradition of South
Africa” Dec 2009. <>

The links will be posted on www.concertina.org (PS)
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Interview with Pauline de Snoo 3.9.14
Paul Walker

(As well as being the hard working editor of “Concertina World”,
Pauline is a performer, composer and teacher of the English
concertina. She is a resident tutor at the Swaledale Squeeze and
has produced multi-media instruction manuals, a CD and DVD.)

PW: I’d like to start by asking you what the word Academy means
for you. You’ve named your website Concertina-Academy and it’s
the word I associate with your very individual approach to the
concertina (in a most positive sense).

When deciding to make a website I first was looking for names that
were already taken since that ruled out some options and since
teaching has been my special interest the word “academy” seemed
to cover lots of subjects. Not only teaching but also a place where
anything of interest can be shown and from which other people can
learn. My teaching involves more than just pressing buttons and
reading music. I use different methods to get people to really play
and feel the music in a way they will enjoy. I guess this has become
an even stronger wish since I had to work hard and do a lot of
research to discover this for myself when I was studying at the
Conservatoire in 1999 - 2004.

PW: Just to clarify: the word “academic” to me implies a rigorous,
systematic theoretical approach (though not without passion). Is
that what you mean when you say your teaching is, “More than just
pressing buttons and reading music.”

Rigorous sounds to me stiff. But indeed a systematic approach
which includes all details from the beginning. Teaching people to
“type” the written music, which is something I felt to have learnt
when I started to learn to play an instrument and which is also the
method commonly used in our teaching system, is not the best way
in my view. That is why I use a combination of the ideas of Kodaly
and Dalcroze (also see next question).
It means incorporating all aspects from music from the beginning.
With a new pupil I now start with children's tunes with just two
notes. Then a pupil has to sing, name, analyze, play and so on
these tunes. Then I add another note and so on.
The results are so much better. It seems slower but actually is
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faster and the pupil has far more skills within a shorter time. I have
developed my own teaching ideas after I finished the Conservatoire.

PW: The phrase “Dalcroze Eurythmics” pops up on your CD sleeve*.
Could you explain what that means? (See review Concertina World
459 ”Concertina Scape, September 2014”.)

Dalcroze was a teacher at the Conservatoire in Geneva
(Switzerland) who discovered that although his students were great
technical musicians, they could not play with real feeling and lacked
some other skills as well. He then devised methods to improve on
this. While I was studying the Concertina at the Conservatoire I too
had this problem. One of my teachers, Cobi Berculo (a very good
violinist), gave me a biography of Jacqueline Du Pré. I then bought
two other biographies about her and discovered that her first
teacher was her mother who was also a Dalcroze teacher. Since
Jacqueline was a fantastic cellist I decided that this method ought to
be good and looked up Dalcroze on the internet. So I ended up
taking a summer course in Canterbury (UK). There I discovered why
this method was so succesful. Karin Greenhead became my
inspiration and teacher for my final year at the Conservatoire and
made me reach the best result I could have dreamt to reach in my
final exam.
The Dalcroze Society (http://www.dalcroze.org.uk) in the UK
combines Dalcroze and Kodaly which is a great recipe for music
teaching.
Without this I could never have played the music I did in my exam
after only having studied the concertina for 7 years. I started to play
1 July 1997 and had my final exam at the Conservatoire in May
2004. Before that I only had 1½ years of piano lessons. Then
playing all pieces but one from memory in my exam in 2004.

PW: You surprised me at the Swaledale Squeeze by saying that you
regarded the 48 key English concertina as the “standard” model
(whereas I’d always assumed the 56 tenor treble was preferable).
Why is that?

The reason I say this is because that was the standard for which
was arranged and composed in the beginning when Giulio Regondi
was famous and shortly after the invention of Sir Charles
Wheatstone. If for example there were too many variations in an
instrument it would lead to hardly any compositions for each
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instrument. Now there are many compositions for flute, piano, violin
and most other instruments. A piano for example is always the
same and there are millions of compositions for it. But if there were
thousands of different pianos with different numbers of keys there
would be fewer compositions to choose from to play. One could not
play all the music on these different pianos.
When a piece is written for a concertina with more than those 48
keys I cannot play it or I have to arrange it or rewrite it. If
everybody had to do that for all those other instruments it would
become hard for these instruments too to become recognized as a
popular instrument. I think it is one of the reasons that has made it
harder for the concertina to find a place. Composers do not know
where to start if they want their music played by as many people as
possible. So I tell them to stick to the 48 keys.

PW: Douglas Rogers (who I believe was your main teacher at the
Fontys Conservatoire in The Netherlands) is on record as saying that
there is a misconception that the concertina is a folk instrument.
Would you agree with this perhaps controversial view?

Indeed Douglas Rogers was my concertina teacher in those years
and he has supported me all through my studies. Together with Cobi
Berculo they did a very good job and Karin Greenhead was the
cherry on the cake for me. But my piano teacher Jeroen van Vliet in
those years also was very supportive and gave lots of good advice
although his speciality was jazz music.
Douglas is correct about the repertoire because the English
Concertina was first played in the classical repertoire by Regondi
and all the other classical musicians of those days before other
repertoires discovered the instrument. However in my view the
classical repertoire was in those days in reality folk or popular music
of that time. Most people then could sing or hum the operatic tunes
that were famous in those days. And that was also a large part of
the repertoire being arranged for concertina. Now the classical
musicians often find that part of the repertoire of minor quality in a
classical sense.
I have been playing more folk music since 2004 (after having
lessons from Alistair Anderson, very inspiring) and I find that in
general children's songs and folk tunes are short and easy tunes
that one can learn faster and easier from memory. However if one is
good at that music one can take a step further if one is interested
and go for music that becomes gradually more complex. Then one
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can slide into classical music seamlessly (both older and modern).
If one grows in music the seemingly more difficult music becomes
easier. It is like a child who learns to talk. First one word, then add
another one and so on. Then it goes to school and learns even more
words and also writing and reading. Then it depends. Some continue
to study and become very learned scholars. They can write and
speak very complicated language. That is the classical music. Some
stop their education earlier and stick with jobs that require less
education but maybe other skills. That would be the folk music or
popular music. And there is jazz. But even jazz has evolved over
time as do the other styles. Language also changes over time. Old
English compared to present day English even if you do not change
the spelling ...
But all have their own qualities and all are part of life and
necessary. Respect for each other is always required. Not an easy
thing to reach though as it turns out.

PW: Tell me about your current repertoire. Have you any
recommendations for players from other genres to try?

I play some of the old (classical) repertoire but I have managed to
get composers to write new music for me. The first to have a new
piece composed for him was Douglas Rogers (Song of the Sea by
Oliver Hunt in 1985). He then commisioned Keith Amos to write
three more pieces.
I was lucky to also get some more new pieces written and/or
adapted for concertina. Not all has yet been recorded though.
I have tried and still aim to play music from the different periods in
order to have a variety in repertoire. To play in only one style (older
or modern) is not very interesting in a concert. Some people in the
audience prefer one and others the other. You want to please all and
give them an example of what can be done with the instrument.
My advice to other players from other genres is to open your mind
and give some things a try. But take it step by step and do not go in
the deep end because you will give it up when it is too difficult at
first. See above my ideas about the learning process. When people
want personal advice they can always ask me.

PW: You may consider this a foolish question. But what genre would
you say your compositions/repertoire belong to? The selections on
your CD “Concertina Scape” seem to me to be perhaps modern
classical/jazz, whereas a more recent composition, “Where To”
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(2009) seems jazz-tinged contemporary?

Except for the title piece “Concertina Scape” I had no hand in
composing the music on that CD. So the diversity is great. It
certainly is modern classical music and since the composers also
have very different backgrounds and are new to the instrument, the
result is very eclectic. You can hear a lot in that music. However if
you analyse classical music you will find that some of the big
composers a long time ago already used so called “jazz chords”. It is
more a matter of combination how the music will sound eventually.
When I composed quite a large number of songs in 2002/2003 I was
myself very much influenced by jazz music while I was studying
classical music at the same time. And also at the time I was
regularly in the UK for concertina weekends. That has made my
compositions a mix of all these styles. I never have much thought
about it. I just sang the songs and wrote down what I sang.

PW: The DVD, “Playing the Concertina” shows you performing with
various ensembles. Where do you perform live and for what kind of
audiences?

When I have performances they are usually in the area where I live
and mostly with my pianist Chris van de Kuilen. Only occasionally
with others. It really depends on the opportunities one has.
Mostly the audience is very diverse. But when it is announced well in
local papers and so on I do get people who are interested in the
concertina and afterwards all want to have a chat with me. Makes
one feel like a popstar. They actually wait in groups for me. Good
feeling.

PW: What are your plans for the future musically speaking  -  any
more CD’s in the pipeline  -  do you plan a book of your musical
compositions?

Several projects in hand at the moment:
- I am working with Chris on a CD with recordings of the older

music from the Victorian Age. The music that I feel is best for
the concertina.

- At the same time I have been and continue working with
Alex Wade on recording duets but due to distance and time
that is a slower project.
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- Then there are the new duets by Ineke Hoff. I am working
out a publication of all her compositions in a book with CD.
That will be ready in 2015.

- And at the moment I have got together a group of concertina
players in the Netherlands. We try to meet regularly and it
seems to work. The music we play is very eclectic but I
manage to get them to do a greater variety of music whilst
improving their playing skills.  I can never stop teaching it
seems.

- Also I am still thinking and working on a volume two of my
tutor. At the moment lots of extra material comes with
volume one on the extra CD. But I want to give it some more
thought on how to shape it and it needs lots of recordings to
go with it. But it will come… Lots to do

Bernd Out filming his documentary during a Dalcroze session

Pauline’s website is: http://www.concertina-academy.com/
[As a footnote- I found Bernd Out’s DVD fascinating. As a
concertina obsessive of over 30 years, I still found much that was
novel e.g. the Chinese Shengs in the Horniman museum and details
of Wheatstone’s original patent for a bellows-powered fiddle! Also
interviews with several musicians I need to track down  -  most
notably the jazz concertina of veteran Pietro Valente.]

* Cd “Concertina Scape” with contemporary music, review in CW
459) <>
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So you know your Concertina? But what is inside?
Dave Elliott
(Use the booklet (Special Edition of Concertina World) if
needed). Mail your answers to the editor. The first three
most correct answers will receive a surprise prize PS)

 1    I am a small round and hairy cushion with a hole through me,
       what am I? I may be multiples.

 2    Three layers, make me as silent as possible, what am I?

 3     I may unlock doors, but here I release notes. Bone, or nickel
        may be seen.

 4     I don’t worry, but I do look pretty, piercing is my thing.

 5     A seesaw balancing between fingers at one end and air at the
        other, I am hopefully well sprung.

 6     All Anglos have these, as do all Duets, some English also have
        them fitted. They can be adjusted to suit.

 7     I only work in one direction directing air to the correct reed,
        but I am not needed in single acting instruments.

 8     I huff and I puff and I blow the notes out.

 9     On Anglos and Duets I work with number 6 to steady the
        player’s grip.

10    For slippery digits on some instruments.

11    You cannot see me, but I hold open leather work contain the
        essential,  and form part of the resonance of the 'tina'.

12    I lurk within, one at each end, holding all that makes the music
       speak out, and clearly.

13    A leather strip that is counted for the number of folds, covering
        the points of the instrument’s pump, I can wear through.
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14    Made from leather, fabric and felt and encasing a metal
        bracket, I am opposite number 10 on an English ‘tina.
15    I am a pneumatic sound emitter.

16    I cause the notes to speak out clearly.

17    Made usually from a material named for an antelope, I let
        nothing pass.

18    I can have dots, crosses, daises, and fancy designs, and hide
        and seal rough leather edges.

19    Use me to adjust leather holdings that are too tight.

20    I hold all the control mechanism. <>

“Sam Sweeney’s Fiddle: Made in the Great War”
CD review by Paul Walker

In this, the centenary of the start of World War I, we’ve already
witnessed in the folk arena, Northern Broadside’s play “An August
Bank Holiday Lark”, inspired by Larkin’s poem MCMXIV. Also a
Saddleworth Rushcart named “Honour” with lines from the Binyon
poem “For the Fallen,” on its banner.

And now in the fag-end of the year, “Sam Sweeney’s Fiddle: Made
in the Great War”, a concept so perfect it sounds contrived. The
carved parts of a fiddle made by a luthier/musical performer,
killed at the battle of Messines, are found intact in a manila
envelope, kept safe by his daughter but never made. They’re
then constructed 90 odd years later. This fiddle bought and now
played by Sam Sweeney sings the life of the dead soldier Richard
Howard. This is the CD of the multi-media musical performance
that toured the UK September 2014, to much acclaim. The band,
Sam Sweeney, Robert Harbron and Paul Sartin provides songs and
musical interludes with a delightful acoustic blend of fiddle, cello,
English concertina, harmonium, oboe and cor anglais.

Hugh Lupton tells the story, an intricate blend of mundane detail
and the national zeitgeist, starting with a riddle.” My back is bare
my belly thin, my guts are all outside my skin. I have four teeth,
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I have no tongue, my voice delights both old and young.”
His images stress the link between re-making and re-membering.
His is an outstanding performance that’s reminiscent of a myth or
an epic poem. He also wrote the lyrics to the sombre ballad detailing
the Tommy’s death in the mud of “Plug-hole Street” (in the trenches).

It’s difficult to fault the band. Paul Sartin sings like a choirboy whilst
his oboe soars like a lark over the grim martial landscape. The music
is composed and crafted by Harbron/Sweeney and is uniformly
excellent, admirably clothing the emotions of the unfolding tale.
The production is professional to a tee, with Andy Bell’s role as
sound engineer worthy of a mention, with its silky smooth
production. This music is much more than a collation of timely songs
and melodies, resembling more a film soundtrack with humorous
interludes in the music hall scenes, as a balance to the main tragic
theme.

Sam Sweeney’s heartfelt fiddle playing and singing is centre stage
but the essential contribution, I feel, is by the concertina of Robert
Harbron (-  introduced by Sweeney on stage as his favourite
musician in the world). There are none of the fast, intricate
melodies, familiar to members of the ICA, in Harbron’s solo
performances and workshops. Instead we find the subtle chords,
bass lines and high treble figures that support and ornament the
other musicians’ contributions and indeed meld the whole.
A fine example of how a subtle, selfless performance can be far
more effective than flash solos. It would be interesting to hear a
mix of the album (as in TVs “Classic Album” programmes) with the
concertina’s contribution slowly faded out. I suspect the sound
would be become far less effective, more one-dimensional.

My only real complaint is that that were several tunes and songs
from the first half of the stage show that would have added to and
enhanced the themes of the CD, but weren’t included. But perhaps
it’s unfair to criticise the CD for something it’s not.

One question came to mind, as I took the CD home from the
Atkinson theatre in Southport  -  would it stand alone, apart from
the stunning stage show? Quite simply it does. Long after the
memories of the live performance have faded, there’ll be nuances
and depths to discover in this jewel of a CD.<>
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Concertinas are cool!  Open Group on Facebook
A discussion on Facebook that you may be interested in if you are
never on that kind of internet page. It begins with one question
and then the answers follow. (PS)

Maximus Z Barnaby How often do you open your concertina to
oil the springs?
Helen GrahamNever! You should never
oil the springs! That being said I have used oil twice - a speck on a
pin point, wiped off immediately afterwards, to help something go
a bit better, but you stand the chance of getting things gummed
up with dust or warping the wood and giving yourself a BIG
headache!
Stephen Rowley Never oil springs.
Helen Graham Have you come across
concertina.net It's got a forum where you can ask anything and
get useful replies from all sorts of people!
Maximus Z BarnabyThank you! My concertina is not enjoying tropical
rainforest living nearly as much
as I. I just opened it to inspect 6 sticky buttons, and found blue
powdery mold growing on the mounting boards. There were also d
ozens of little translucent mites/ants living inside.
Stephen RowleyThat isn't oil need, but rentokill
Peter DunkThe environment there is too hostile for the instrument.
Don't use oil of any kind, powdered
graphite will lubricate without doing damage but the whole thing will
drop apart and the reeds will rust up before too long so take up the
bamboo flute!
Maximus Z BarnabyYeah, the rainforest
eats everything rather quickly. My shoes have molded, t-shirts
hanging in the closet have molded. Even the dog had to be shaved
because he grew all sorts of skin fungi. I also play the ukulele. I just
like my concertina more. I was thinking about storing it in the
freezer, until I can create a climate controlled room (or box). Has
anyone experienced their concertina freezing?
Helen GrahamMy concertina goes on strike when it's cold!
Maximus Z BarnabyI figure she would
want time to defrost before she sang. Thought the freeze would
kill the blue mold and freeloading insects that have taken up
residency.
Peter DunkIt's not temperature that's the problem it's relative humidity,
it's just too wet in the tropics!
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Music Supplement CW 460:
American Polka  (via Paul Walker)

Play: Intro, 2As, 2B, 2Cs; Intro, 2As, 2B, 2Cs; Intro, 1A to finish.

(From the playing of Caitlín Nic Gabhann and Ciarán Ó Maonaigh;
adapted by Jenny Coxon for 12/11 dulcimer.)

Recorded by John J. Kimmel in 1908

Intro. Repeat before every A section A

B

1 2

1 2
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Three Scottish Slow Airs
Peter Dyson

Ever since “Archibald MacDonald of Keppoch” was published in Music
Supplement 445 back in 2010, I have been looking for more slow
airs from Scotland. Three popular tunes are presented here; all
should be played slowly and with feeling.

“Forneth House”, by Robert Petrie (1767 – 1830), from Petrie's
“Collection of Strathspey Reels and Country Dances”, published in
1790. This tune is sometimes played more quickly, as a strathspey,
often with the  title “Miss (or Mrs) Crawford's Favourite Strathspey”.
John Glen, in the “Glen Collection of Scottish Dance Music”, 1891,
describes Petrie as an excellent violin player and a “ne'er dae weel”.

“Coilsfield House”, by Nathaniel Gow (1763 – 1831), published in
Gow's 4th Collection, 1800. Coilsfield House was the Ayreshire,
Scotland  home of Colonel Hugh Montgomerie (1749 – 1819), 12th
Earl of Eglington, MP, and patron of Nathaniel Gow.

“Auld Robin Gray”, by Reverend William Leeves (1748 – 1828),
rector of Wrington in Somerset in southern England. This tune is
often played in Scottish fiddle competitions; the irony being that it
was written by an Englishman !

Playing slow airs presents an opportunity to escape the timing rigors
required when playing dance music or art music. The phrasing can
be looser and is closer to that of a song than a hornpipe or reel. You
can use rubrato (robbed or stolen time) to vary the timing and
emphasis within a phrase for a more flexible and expressive style.
You can also use some vibrato on the longer notes. As these tunes
are taken from the fiddle repertoire, I have left in some grace notes,
but these are always optional, as are the guitar chords.<>
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 (contributed by Paul Walker)
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Maximus Z BarnabyThe freezer is the
driest spot in the house. Thanks for the advice, Peter Dunk
It's been heart-wrenching watching my concertina age
so rapidly.
Peter DunkWrap it in cling film, put it in a
black bin liner and smother it with gaffa tape. Nothing will get past
that lot!
Maximus Z BarnabyI was contemplating using the little dehumidifying
packs ¿is it silica crystals? inside both ends.
David ElliottPlease don't wrap it up in cling film, any changes in
temperature will cause the metalwork to sweat
and accelerate corrosion. Putting the instrument in the freezer will
kill any unwanted guests (like putting flour in the freezer to sterilise
any weevil eggs and kill any unwanted guests). When you bring it
out of the freezer any ambient air will promptly soak the instrument,
especially metalwork with condensate.. A larger sealable plastic box
with silica gel is the best bet, but you will need to dry out the silica
gel weekly, or sooner, to keep it effective
Helen GrahamThis looks a bit like an interesting
topic for the ICA magazine Pauline de Snoo?
Gill Noppen-Spacie It's certainly quite an eye
opener! Remind me never to complain about the weather again!
Very glad we don't have the extreme humidity of the rainforest.
Helen GrahamJust as a matter of interest, has the uke had any
problems?
<>

More Facebook pages that may interest you are:

Irish Concertina!  Open group

The Irish Concertina Company on  Chemnitzer Concertina

Concertina Cruinniú  : OaC    is a community-based company formed
to promote the study of the culture of County Clare. The aim of OaC is
to foster and promote the Irish traditional arts in their native
environment.
Concertina Belgie Nederland for those in the Netherlands and
Belgium.

J25 Concertina Band:    Claire Wren and WCCP

International Concertina Association: your very own ICA <>
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The Tenth Anniversary Arran Concertina Event,
October 3-6 2014
Helen Graham

The first weekend in October promised gales, storms and torrential
rain, just the weather for the Arran Concertina Event! Would the
ferry be running? The forecast was fine for Thursday however so off
we set a day early and had a pleasant journey to Prestwick where
we stayed in a B&B once owned by friends of Charles Rennie
McIntosh and frequently visited by him.  Very interesting!  Also
interesting was Dalgarvan Mill which we visited in the rain on the
following day before catching the ferry. It houses an impressive
collection of Victorian clothing and implements of bygone days as
well as a coffee shop with home-made cakes – excellent!

The ferry was running, so after a good journey – we were even able
to see Ailsa Craig – we arrived at Kilmory ready for the weekend.
There were about twenty of us – a truly international group with
people from the USA, Australia via Hong Kong and Edinburgh, Japan
and The Netherlands. Plus the usual UK suspects!

The ‘I want to learn’ list revealed that people wanted to know how
to accompany, join in sessions and play with other people, so after
dinner we tried to incorporate aspects of this in the session,
identifying keys, working out drones and accompaniments etc., and
finally, after having made some inroads into the beer and other
beverages, the last of us hit the sack at about 2.30.

Saturday dawned relatively fine, better than forecast, and the
workshops began.  Over the weekend these included Anglo/English
specific technique; basic maintenance; Irish polkas; Slow airs;
Scottish tunes; a Morris Tune and dance, and Band. The two band
pieces were well chosen as even the beginners were able to take
part and the sessions were enjoyed by all.

This year the Eden Lodge was closed so there was no afternoon
session on Sunday, but the Ormidale session in the evening was
well attended with local musicians and Mic and Susie Darling.  We’ll
never forget a brilliant rendition of the Lidl and Aldi song! Amazing
and so true!!  Nor will we forget the safe driving of Samantha which
got us there and back in the minibus through the storms and
tempests which had finally hit causing some concern about the
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ferry, or the fact that someone had locked the bunk house when we
returned!  Luckily we managed to wake Dave up (he hadn’t gone
with us), and all was well, if a little cold and wet! A salutary lesson,
don’t go out without your keys!

The food was, as usual, good and plentiful with pork casserole and
red cabbage, lamb curry and the traditional meal of haggis, neeps
and tatties, followed by cranachan on the Sunday. Well done Assja
and Josephine!

A good tenth anniversary ended on Monday with a sunny crossing –
we stayed outside on the boat – and a pleasant trip through the
Scottish countryside to reach the Bagpipe Museum on the Tuesday –
another interesting place to visit, with an interesting exhibit on
Jamie Allen, and finally home to practise what we’d learned and wait

till next year, on the 2nd to 5th October when we’ll hopefully be
there again for the Tenth actual ACE (it had to be cancelled one year
hence the discrepancy)!

Thanks, Sam and Dave for a good weekend!

What’s wrong with this
concertina? Alex leads a
workshop on repair.
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                        In the Dining Room.

                                 Lunch time!

<>
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CONCERTINA CLOWNS 3. Charlie Rivel
Göran Rahm

1. Introduction

Charlie Rivel, like Grock, was initially an acrobat having a broad
general circus training. His career started at three years old in
1899 and amazingly it continued until 1981.
Before WW2 he performed mainly in family groups and after his
post-war comeback in 1952 solo or with minor assistance.
He was very well known and honoured, for example by winning
the gold medal of the first International Clown Festival in
Monte Carlo in 1974. He got the distinguished Swedish order of
the North Star at his last performance in 1981 in Stockholm and the
Catalonian Creu Sant Jordi in 1983 – shortly before his death in
Spain.

2. Some biographic notes

He was born José Andreu Lasserre in Cubellas in Catalonia in 1896.
His father, Pedro, was the son of a cabinetmaker from Barcelona.
In the 1880s when Pedro was fifteen years old, he and his brother
Juan left home to follow Circo Milá. As members of the circus, the
brothers began performing a successful trapeze act but the circus
was disbanded after a terrible accident killing the director's son.
Pedro married a French acrobat, they performed as jesters at
fairs and the young family travelled in very poor conditions.
There is a picture of their home, a primitive hand drawn wagon
(figure 1).
José made his debut at three years old in 1899 as a Parody
“strong-man”(figure 2) and three years later his sister Nena and
he performed together in amazing and death-defying acrobatics
(figure 3 and 4).

In the late 1910s, along with the popularity of Charlie Chaplin,
lots of parodies of the Chaplin character the Tramp emerged
and in 1916 José introduced his own imitation with the Tramp
in trapeze which was enormously popular and possibly admired
by Chaplin himself (figure 5).
Along with the fame José adopted the name Charlie but the origin
of the second name Rivel is obscure. He performed in a clown trio
with his brothers René and Polo using some exceptional acrobatic
stunts (figure 6). In the late 20s Charlie's signature: red hair,
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large square red nose, long red T-shirt, oversized black shoes,
and childish behaviour became familiar all over Northern Europe.
In 1935 Charlie started on his own with his four children
and his brothers went on with the Chaplin parody in
trapeze. In the late 30s he had got both fame and fortune - as one
of very few circus clowns - and bought a large house outside
Paris (figure 7).

During WW2 he stayed and performed in Germany partly due to
some political naivety and partly like some other artists isolation
from common society. At the end of the war he went to Sweden
where his daughter Pauline was married into the circus
family Schumann.
He was depressed after the war and did not work again until 1952
when he had a comeback with a marvellous success, continuing to
perform as a living legend almost until his death at 87 in 1983.

3. Stage acts

Ever since childhood with his sister, and later with his brothers,
the acrobatic stunts were world famous for eccentricity and bravery.
He did not use the concertina much despite having been pictured
with it a lot, for example at the entrance of the amusement
park Gröna Lund in Stockholm (figure 8) and in such an appearance
being an archetype of “a concertina clown” - like Grock also was.
Like him he had a trade-mark expression:
“Akrobat, sch-ö-ö-n”.

His most common entry in later years was typically with a guitar
and a chair (figure 9).
I know of no recordings with him playing the concertina but there
are a few YouTube clips with the guitar, see below. His chair
stunt there is not as dramatic as the one by Grock but it is not at
all as easy as it looks.

4. Additional notes

Films:

“Akrobat, sch-ö-ö-n”, German, dir. Wolfgang Staudte
(1943)

“El aprendiz de clown” Spanish, dir. Manuel Esteba (1968)
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“I Clowns” Italian, dir.  Federico Fellini (1970).

There are several short YouTube clips from later performances such
as at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hK_G5EdmAk

and a longer documentary in German contains some interviews
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezUQ4gBEGpM

Biographies:
“Akrobat -oh!”written by Willy Falkman, in Sweden 1934

His autobiography “Poor Clown” was published in Denmark in 1971.
It is a highly interesting and moving story about joy and hardships
in circus life and the continuous strain making the audience laugh
at the clown – whatever sorrows are hidden behind the mask.

Finally a photo “in private” (figure 10).

Contact:  g.r@live.se     guran1943@hotmail.com
www.concertinaspot.com <>

Pictures  mentioned in this article on the following pages (PS)

        Breaking News:

Alistair Anderson's 'Hidden Hexham' suite workshop for any instrument
28 & 29 November 2015, Lewes Saturday Folk Club
http://www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/

Alistair will lead two full-day workshops on his suite leading up to a performance in
the evening of Sunday 29th. November followed by a tunes session. On Saturday
night he is the guest performer at Lewes Saturday Folk Club.

Email valmaigoodyear@aol.com to join the Interested list.

<>
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  Yearly Events as on www.concertina.org

The information is that sent by the organizers. We hope that no errors have
crept in, but please check on events before you travel.
If you have any corrections or information to add to these pages, please
send it to newsletter@concertina.org and webmaster@concertina.org

CONCERTINA BAND AT HAWKWOOD  January each year

Fully Booked already for January 2015

Conductors: Steve Ellis &  Dave Townsend.
Administrator Jenny Cox

Jenny and Peter Cox      0117 962 9931  info@coxboxes.co.uk  26  Hill Grove Bristol
BS9 4RJ www.hawkwoodcollege.co.uk 01453 759 034  info@hawkwoodcollege.co.uk

Swaledale Squeeze

Swaledale Squeeze takes place each year in May at Grinton Lodge Youth
Hostel, Grinton, Swaledale, N. Yorks., UK.

information:
wrenbeck@googlemail.com Jane Edwards, “Turning Tide”, 1 Coast,
Achnasheen, Ross-shire, IV22 2LR Scotland Tel: +44 (0) 1445-781225

SqueezEast

East Anglia Concertina Players are having a Play in a Band Day at:
STAMFORD ARTS CENTRE

Concertina Band day at Stamford, Lincolnshire England.

Details from:
David Nind Tel. 01526 323012
Email: david@lomil.co.uk Website: www.lomil.co.uk
also:
Paul Barrett Tel 01362858465 email: pabarrett@talk21.com

Kilve weekends in October and March every year.

Contact:
Mal Derricott, 49 Medbourne Close, Blandford Forum, Dorset DT11 7JA, UK
Email: johnmal@derricott.fslife.co.uk Tel: 01 258 450927

North Eastern Concertina Players

Dave Turner – mail@daveturner.org.uk (01642 588197)
Alan Alden – alan@douglasave.fsnet.co.uk (0191 285 4139)

All meetings 2nd Sunday 2pm till 5pm in Ceddesfeld Community Centre,
Rectory Row, Sedgefield, Co. Durham.
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Jubilee Concertinas
Angie Bladen   four.fools@virgin.net (01257 263678)
http://www.jubileeconcertinas.org/
Eaves Green Community Centre, Eaves Green, Chorley, Lancashire, UK

Slow and Steady  tune workshops   First Saturday of each month. 2
p.m. to 5 p.m.

Concertina workshops   Second Saturday of each month. 2 p.m. to 5
p.m.

Yorkshire Concertina Club
Geraldine Legard   galegard@btinternet.com
Helen Graham   helen.graham88@hotmail.co.uk
Website: yorkshire-concertina-club.org.uk

Meetings third Sunday of the month. The Yorkshire Concertina Club now
meets at the Corner House, on the corner of Lidgett Lane and Harrogate
Road in Leeds.

Royal Concertinas, Dungworth
Mark Davies – edeophone@aol.com
Office: mark.davies@judiciary.gsi.gov.uk (Home 0114 2851479, Mobile
07850 475067)

The Royal, Dungworth, Sheffield. Two meetings a month; one aimed at
beginners and note reading players, and another for advanced players of all
systems and styles. The actual date can be variable.

West Midlands Concertina Group
Ann Oliver 01564 782104
annoliver@waverider.co.uk

First Saturday in the month, 2 to 5pm. Upstairs at the Plough Inn, 154
Bridgnorth Road, Wollaston, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 3PD. All
welcome. Any instrument and any standard.

Nottingham and East Midlands Concertina Group
Alan and Rita Davies (0115 926 0297)

Meetings twice yearly.

East Anglia Concertinas
David Nind
email: david@lomil.co.uk Tel:   01526 323012 Website: www.lomil.co.uk
also: Paul Barrett Tel: 01362858465 email: pabarrett@talk21.com

One evening a month usually, on (mainly) Thursday dates decided rather
loosely, and mostly in Mattishall, Norfolk.

Chiltinas
Geoff Thorp   geoff.thorp@googlemail.com (01525 861 765)
Jon McNamara   j.f.mcnamara@talk21.com (01279 656664)
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Martin Henshaw, martin_h@email.com (01767 627566)
www.chiltinas.org.uk

St. Mary’s Church Hall, Maulden, Beds. All meetings will be on a Sunday
between 14.00 and 18.00.

Concertinas Anonymous
Bryan Creer – Bryancreer@aol.com (01323 505372)

This session is now on the second Tuesday of the month and is in the
Elephant and Castle, White Hill, Lewes BN7 2DJ.   Lewes Saturday Folk Club
website http://www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/LAFC/concanon.html.

An informal session for concertina players of all systems to learn tunes
together, swap ideas and techniques and maybe show off your party piece
in an unpressured atmosphere.

East Kent Concertina Players
Michael Perry – mper@mac.com

Every two months, third Sunday. All meetings will be held in the Dominican
Priory, St Peter’s Lane, Canterbury, starting at 1.30 pm and finishing 4.30
pm.

Lewes Saturday Folk Club
Workshops (formerly: Lewes Arms Folk Club)

Valmai Goodyear (01273 476757)     valmaigoodyear@aol.com
http://www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/

Elephant and Castle, White Hill, Lewes BN7 2DJ. All-day instrument
workshops, 10.45 am-4.45 pm The tutor performs in the evening.

Paul McCann
Sessions

pauldmccann@hotmail.com

Monthly music session at The White Hart, Margaretting Tye, Essex CM4
9JX.   Second Thursday of every month, from 8.30pm.
Concertina players are especially welcome!

West Country Concertina Players
Chairman: The Club Secretary , 49 Medbourne Close, Blandford, Dorset,
DT11 7UA
Phone: 01258 450927
E-mail: jd461@btinternet.com   Website: thewccp.org

The two monthly meetings are held at Ruishton Village Hall, Ruishton,
Taunton, Somerset.
WCCP also holds 2 residential weekends a year, in October and March.
These are held at Kilve Court, Kilve, Bridgwater, Somerset.
The WCCP also organize concertina weekends at Kilve and workshops at
Sidmouth Folk Week.
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See the WCCP website for more information.

Yorkshire Concertina Club
Mexborough Meetings
Carolyn Wade
caz@witchhazelmusic.co.uk (01 943 876638)

Milton Hall in Elsecar.

USA and Europe outside UK

 Northeast Concertina Workshop (USA)

Organizer: Button Box
P.O. Box 372
Sunderland, MA 01375
+1 (413) 665-7793
squeeze@buttonbox.com
http://www.buttonbox.com/NCW.html

Sunderland, Massachusetts USA

  Northeast Squeeze-In (USA)

Address above and website:
www.buttonbox.com/s-i.html

Washington, Massachusetts, USA

  Southwest Concertina Workshop (USA)

Organizer: Dan Worrall
danworrall@msn.com

Palestine, Texas, USA. Annual Southwest Concertina Squeeze-in.

  Belgium and The Netherlands

http://concertina.wetpaint.com/

  Germany

http://home.allgaeu.org/kwenger/konzertina/

For all concertina events in Germany, also look at www.concertinas.de

  Scandinavian Squeeze-In

Oganizer: Jim Lucas
Jim Lucas, Stubbedamsvej 9C, 3000 Helsing  , Denmark
Louise Lundberg and Pontus Thuvesson, Sandbyv  en 178, S240 10 Dalby,
Sweden http://www.nonce.dk/SSI/ssi07_top.htm
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Subscriptions are now due for 2015

On the back of this page is a Membership Form, and Standing Order
Form for UK residents.

Subscription rates are:
UK Individual   £20.00  Family £30.00  Junior
£4.50
Europe Individual  £23.00  Family £34.00  Junior £6.00
Overseas Individual £26.00  Family £39.00  Junior £9.00

All members paying by Standing Order, Bacs or by other electronic
means (but not PayPal) should notify the Membership Secretary
by email (subject "ICA Membership 2015 – Member's name") or by
letter stating member's name, membership number, amount paid in
English Pounds, and quoting the payment reference number.

Any members who have changed their postal or email address in
the last 12 months should inform the Membership Secretary by
email or by completing and posting a Membership Form to be found
on the back page of this issue of Concertina World or as a
downloadable form on the ICA website (www.concertina.org) under
ICA Membership.

Members resident outside the UK should pay by PayPal in
English Pounds via the ICA website www.concertina.org -
Membership Page.

UK Members are encouraged not to pay by PayPal because it
charges the ICA a transaction fee but if it is easier for you that will
be fine. The ICA's preference is for payment by standing order,
online bank transfer, or cheque in that order.  The bank account
details are on the inside front cover.  It is essential that electronic
bank transfers or counter remittances include your FULL SURNAME
and INITIAL in the payee reference field, and your membership
number if known and it will fit in.  Those still preferring to pay by
cheque should write their full name and address on the back of the
cheque, along with membership number if known, and post it to the
Membership Secretary at the address on the inside front cover.

Martin Henshaw (Membership Secretary)
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Photo impression of Concertinas at Witney september 2014

Valmai Goodyear photography



More information on yearly events both in the UK and overseas

inside this magazine and on www.concertina.org


